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AngularJSAre You Ready To Learn AngularJS?Welcome and have fun with AngularJS!Today only,

get this Kindle Book for just $2.99. Regularly priced at $5.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone,

tablet or Kindle device.Do you want to learn AngularJS? In that case, you've come to the right place!

Learning AngularJS is not an easy work if you don't have the RIGHT system. It requires time,

money and desire. You must search an academy or a teacher, achieve coordination with them, or

worse, adapt your own time to their class times. You also have to pay the high fees, month to

month, and what is even more annoying is this: you will probably have to go to a special place in

order to practice AngularJS! You see, when it comes to learning AngularJS we are ALL in the same

game, and yet most poeple don't realize it.I made this crash course for a reasonâ€¦ I made this

course to give YOU a solution. This crash course about AngularJS is not only going to teach you the

basics of AngularJS in a didactic way, furthermore, you will learn AngularJS WHEN you want, and

more important, WHERE you want (It could even be at your home!)I made this crash course to show

you HOW you can learn AngularJS FASTER than you ever thought possible. I will teach YOU step

by step AngularJS extremely quickly. I will TAKE you through a step by step guide where you simply

can't get lost!This course-book will allow you to practice, learn and deepen your knowledge of

AngularJS in an entertaining, interactive, autonomous and flexible course.End-of-Chapter Exercises

"Tell me and i'll forget. Show me and i may remember. Involve me and i learn". Because we know

that: each AngularJS chapter comes with an end-of-chapter exercise where you get to practice the

different AngularJS properties covered in the chapter. If you are determined to learn no one can

stop you.Stop procrastinating and start NOW! Learning AngularJS is something that is a really worth

investing time. The AngularJS course is now available in  and it is just for $2.99. This is a

no-brainer!Crash it!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn When You Download You Copy

Today:What is angular.js?Basic parts of an angular appDynamic Templates with Angular

ExpressionsDirectives Explained, and How to Create Your OwnFiltering OutputsModules and

ControllersThe Magic of Two-way Data BindingEvent DirectivesThe HTTP serviceRoutes and

routingServices ExplainedCreating your own servicesMuch, much more!Download your copy

today!The contents of this book are easily worth over $5.99, but for a limited time you can download

"AngularJS: Learn AngularJS In A DAY!" for a special discounted price of only $2.99To order your

copy, click the BUY button and download it right now!Acodemy.Â© 2015 All Rights

Reserved-------Tags: AngularJS, AngularJS course, AngularJS book, AngularJS language,
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As a programming guide, this book had very poor code formatting in all its code samples. The

indentation is irregular and there was no way to have the code displayed in fixed-width font, so the

readability was severely impaired. Second, the book went on and on about AngularJS concepts

without tying it to a concrete real-world scenario. I have been programming in Javascript for almost

15 years, and I felt there are much better AngularJS guides out there. Wondering how this book got

all the 5-star reviews. Seriously.

I have read many IT books over my career & this one is best left in the warehouse. It is full of typos

and it does not come with "source" code or a URL to source code. Maybe if you could play with the

sample code (like you can do on most good online tutorials like WC3), it would be much better. I did

read it all the way thru anyway and did not bother to take a deep dive into the code and just tried to

absorb the concepts. I am an experienced IT Developer so it was not too hard for me to grasp the

material, but this book is not very useful or I seriously doubt I would ever refer to it again. Most good

IT books that I purchase will sit on my shelf at work and I can refer to them for reference. This one

can go into the trash or I can give it away. I give it 3 stars only because I think it does explain a few



concepts very well & but without easy access to sample code I think a novice developer would really

struggle to use the book.

The code samples not only has some errors, but uses the same variable width font of the rest of the

text and has no format whatsoever. For a programming book this is inexcusable.The formatting is

also broken on several other places.

OKay, first off, the Kindle version has not been well edited and is full of errors in the display of the

code samples. The way the errors display it seems like a formatting issue that I'd expect to be

specific to the Kindle version (and not the book version). In some cases it seems like code is

missing, but at a bare minimum the display is distorted. Clearly an editor never went through the

Kindle version.From a content perspective, its a good high-level overview of Angular. I was kind of

hoping for a little bit more. I have roughly 3-4 months of part-time angular experience, and I was

hoping this book would fill in the gaps of the "Angular" specific way of doing things. If I'd read this

before I started, this might have saved me a little time, but even after the first week I'm not sure if

this would have had much value.Since it only costs $2.99 on Kindle, I'm giving it 4 stars. If it had

been the typical $9.99 Kindle price, it would have been 2-3 stars.If the code samples displayed

correctly, at the $2.99 price this would be a 5 star, but entry-level book. This book does not have

much value if you have some exposure to Angular (But re-reading the overview, it doesn't really

claim to be anything but entry-level).

It answers all my questions like what is this AngularJS, how to use it and what are the usage of it. It

is the first time I have encountered Angular JS but it doesn't hinder my eagerness to learn

everything about it. It even ponders my mind because learning new things are really a fulfillment for

me. Though at the end of the book, there are still some things that confuse me, the significant

lesson is that I have learned the basics and I believe everything will follow. This is nice to read

because it really explains the small details very well and clear.

This book is one I got for one of my boys. This is a book that I couldn't wrap my head around.

However, my boy loved it. It has so much great information. There are great examples that you can

see worked through, helping you to completely understand what it is that you need to do next. The

book talks about creating a controller, creating dynamic templates, even filtering outputs. This book

offers great information that has helped him to understand the AngularJS better.



This is a book for people wanting to take their html and webpage design to a new level. It was a

very helpful book that broke down the concepts into an easy to digest form that anyone could learn

something from.

I think the author has not asked someone to proof read the book. There is a lot of grammatical

errors. Some sentences do not make sense. There is also no paging and there is no index at the

end of the book. Not worth your time and money to read the book. I would suggest you buy a better

one that is more professionally done. This is the first time I read this kind of book and I just realized

how important proof reading is for understanding a technical book such as this.
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